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Sami Yusuf is a British composer, singer and accomplished musician. He was born in 

1980 into a musical family of Azeri origin, learning to play several instruments at a very 
young age and demonstrating a keen interest in singing and composing. He studied music at 
several institutions and with renowned composers and musicians including composers from 
the Royal Academy of Music in London, one of the world most prestigious music 
institutions. 

Since 2003, Sami’s debut album 'al-Mu'allim' and his second album 'My Ummah' 
have sold over five million copies worldwide. His YouTube videos have been played over 
10 million times and his websites have been accessed by many millions of fans. His concerts 
have attracted huge audiences across the Middle East, Europe and the United States. 

 
       ''Adapted from different resources'' 
 
 
 
PART ONE (14 points) 
 
A – Reading Comprehension (07 points) 
 

  Read the text carefully and do the following activities: 
 
       Activity one (03 points): Answer the following questions: 
        

1- Was Sami Yusuf an engineer? 
2- What is his nationality? 
3- How many times have his video You Tubes been played? 

 
Activity two (03 points): Complete the table with information from the text. 
 

A B 
- Sami Yusuf's date of birth  
- Where the Royal Academy of Music is.  
- Titles of the 2 albums mentioned in the text  
- Number of copies sold in the world  

 
 

Activity three (02 points): Find words in the text appropriate in meaning to: 
 

-  from Britain: ……………….   -  parents and children: ……………. 
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B- Mastery of Language (07). 
 
Activity one (02): Correct the mistakes. There are four. 
 

Yusuf islam used  be named Cat Stevens  Do you know him. 
 

  

Activity two (03) points: fill in the gaps with the suitable words. Choose from the                                           
following list:  before – so – because – where. 

 
a) This isn't the street ………. the accident happened. 
b) The driver couldn't stop the car ………… he was going very fast. 
c) The accident was terrible . ….. all the passengers died. 
 

 
Activity three: (02): Find four words in the text that have the same sounds: 
 

seen  
mines  
cans  
slates  

 
 

PART TWO (06) points  Written Expression. 
 

The editor of your school magazine wishes to publish a short biography about  
famous universal scientists. 

Your group and you find the idea very interesting. You have chosen Alexander 
Fleming.  

 
Write a short article of about (6/8) lines. 
 
The following information can help you: 

 
  - Alexander Fleming   - Scottish      -  biologist 

        - born /  6 August 1881    - East  Ayrshire, Scotland 

- become/ Professor of Bacteriology in 1928     -  Later/ work/  in famous hospitals. 

- discover penicillin 1928 

 - married/ Sarah/  1949.    - one child,  Robert, 

 - die / 1955 - at his home in London.        
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/East_Ayrshire
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scotland
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/London

